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at   the   Friedrich-Alexander-Universität   Erlangen-Nürnberg.   The   primary   research
subject   is   the  possessive  want-adjectives   in  Anatolian   languages.  This   type   is  well
known for Greek and Sanskrit 1, but is only briefly described for Hittite 2, and the data
of other  Anatolian languages have  not  yet  been studied in any  detail. Therefore this
publication is very welcome.
2 In the Introduction the author explicates the guidelines for the selection of the lemmas,
and  gives  a  brief  but   informative  survey  of  want-adjectives   in  other   Indo-European
languages   (Mycenaean   Greek,   Latin,   Indo-Aryan   languages   and   Tocharian).   The
selection  of  Hittite  words   includes  all   the   lexemes  with   the  stem  ending   in   -want-
appearing in A Complete Retrograde Glossary of the Hittite Language by Jing Jie (The Hague,
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verbal   stems,  many  of  which   are   irrelevant   for   the   subject  of   the   research.  This
publication would definitely have benefited from a more elaborate choice of tokens for
the analysis.
3 The  main   chapters   contain  derivational   and   etymological   analysis  of   the   selected
Hittite, Cuneiform Luvian, Hieroglyphic Luvian and Lycian lemmas. The discussion in
the entries is thorough and detailed; all the relevant literature is accounted for, and
there   are   some   interesting   suggestions,   e.g.  the   etymology   for   wallanu-   ‘to   erase’,
connected  to  walh-   ‘to  strike’,  or  interpretation  of  aiwant-   ‘alone’.  However,  I  would
certainly like to have a list of the attested forms with datings for at least some entries,
so that one could see the age of the respective formations. 




lemmas.  The  choice  of  words   is  odd  but,  on  the  positive  side,  some  rarely  attested
words that usually do not enjoy much attention are discussed. The same is also valid for

















12 P. 111,  naduwant-.  The  spelling  GI-aš cannot  reflect  a  consonant  stem  *nad-s,   cf. the
Nom.Sg. forms of an actual consonant stem ispant- ‘night’: GE6-za, GE6-az or GE6-an-za;
GI-aš clearly points to a thematic stem nada-.
13 P. 133,   sallanuwant-.  The  regular  spelling   šal-la-nu-  (never  *šal-nu-),  as  compared   to
variants ta-aš-nu- beside da-aš-ša-nu- rather points to a real, non-graphic /a/ before the
suffix –nu-. This /a/ is also attested in asesanu- ‘to install, settle’ (always a-ši-ša-nu- or a-
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še-ša-nu-),  derived  from  ases-   ‘id.’, and perhaps   in  harganu-   ‘to  destroy’ (consistently
spelled  har-ga-nu-  as  compared  to  e.g.  har-ak-zi  for /harKtsi/   in  the  parent  verb   ‘to
perish’), harganu- ‘to make white’ etc.
14 P. 137,   sanhuwant-.   In  Old  Hittite  /n/  was  regularly   lost  before  consonant  clusters.
However, -nCw- clusters were an exception, since in this case a different syllabification
rule is applied 7.
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4. As proposed in N. OETTINGER, Hethitisch -u̯ant-. Documentum Asiae Minoris Antiquae.





8. See   e.g. A. KLOEKHORST,  Etymological  Dictionary  of  the  Hittite  Inherited  Lexicon,  Leyde,
2008, p. 587. 
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